MEETING OPEN 7.30pm

PRESENT Bec, Annie, Bruce, Jay, Nick, Sarah, Emma, Rachael, Vicki, Lou, Mark, Heather, Steve.

APOLOGIES Tiani, Jan, Kylie, Ali, Sharee, Jayde.

PREVIOUS MINUTES:
Moved : Jay
Seconded : Emma

BUSINESS ARISING from previous minutes.
Concerts in Hall Waiting for costings on an outdoor stage.
Hall Curtains Tracks will go ahead from Decorama for cord drawn stage tracks.
Rachael to get some samples of fabric type and colour.

Richard Thank you The P&F executive presented Richard with a framed and autographed photo of Richmond Legend Tony Roach as a small memento of gigantic thanks for all he has done helping the P&F over the last 30 years.

Indigenous Garden There has been a design worked out as a collaboration of all suggestions put forward. Work on the garden should start in the holidays and a working bee will be held at the school on Sat 26th October (to be confirmed)

CORRESPONDENCE IN Council permits for election stalls
Garage Sale Trail – on Sat 26th October

CORRESPONDENCE OUT Council permits for election stalls
Thank you to Tony Roach.

TREASURER’S REPORT $2011.52
Discussion of possibility of introducing a P&F levy as all other schools do.
Either a full levy and no fundraising throughout the year except for a fair, or a small levy and still do active fundraising throughout the year.

BOARD REPORT WH&S, Crossing at the front of school, Renovations.

ACTING PRINCIPAL’S REPORT As attached.

GENERAL BUSINESS
Fathers Day Lunch September 5th - 65 RSVP for the lunch.
Soups – Ally, Tiani, Emma and Vicki.
Bread, Napkins and cups - Annie
Serving – Jan, Vicki, Linda and Alison.

Election Stalls September 7th
A banner was made for the P&F which can be displayed at these kind of things. ( $100)
Thanks to Rachael for doing the cake plates.
Cake Stall Helpers – Emma, Bec, Kate, Lou, Rachael, Linda, JoJo.
BBQ and Drinks still needing helpers for Jay and Bruce. Jayne and Mark helping early,
Jan available afternoon. Note to go home for more helpers and to be mentioned at Fathers Day concert.
Walkathon  Considering all that is happening and upcoming, this will be postponed.

Christmas Float  Christmas Parade is Saturday 30th November.
Theme is Past, Present and Future.
As promised to Father Mark we will stick to a religious theme this year.
It was suggested to have the Presentation Sisters as the theme as they are a focus at the school at the moment. Alice would be a great reference.
Vicki and Rachael happy to help.
We do need a coordinator for the event – will advertise in newsletter. Will need to have a meeting of interested people before the end of term.

Garden Shed Update  The shed was affected by all the rain as it is still being worked on.
Roof is still happening but rather slowly.

On Agenda for next meeting  Finalising Christmas Parade

NEXT MEETING: November 6th Due to October holidays

MEETING CLOSED: 9.10